
 
You're Invited to the 

Harmonic Solution Showcase 

Private Seminar 

 

May 24 - 26 

Vilvorde Kursuscenter, Vilvordevej 70-2920, Copenhagen 

 

I'm pleased to invite you to a private demonstration, custom tailored for you and your team to 

cover the exact workflows and products that interest you. We understand that you want to 

make the most of your time, so you can choose the demonstrations that interest you most.  

 

Collaborative Shared Storage Editing 
See how multiple editors can collaboratively share content and storage with project access and 

bin locking using Omneon MediaGrid and FilmPartners MXFserver.  

 

Multi-Camera Studio Production 
Learn how you can use Omneon Spectrum along with S4M ClipJockey to streamline studio 

recordings and gain flexibility through multicam capture and editing.  

 

Sports Highlights Production 
Now you can share content among multiple EVS operators using MediaGrid and its direct 

support for IPDirector.  

 

Multiscreen Content Delivery 
Harmonic is known for high-quality real-time video processing. In this demo, you'll see how 

the ProStream 4000 and the Rhozet products provide real-time and file-based delivery of any 

video to web, mobile, and handheld devices in all popular formats.  

 

Contribution Encoding and Quick-Turn Editing 
If you gather content from the field, such as news reports, you'll be interested in this 

demonstration. By combining the Harmonic Ellipse and ProView products with Omneon 

Spectrum media servers, we can show you how you can gather content from the field and be 

editing within 30 seconds of live events.  

 

Media Management & Transcoding 
From Omneon Media Application Server and ProXplore to Rhozet WFS, QCS and Carbon 

Coder, Harmonic provides integrated systems for automatically managing and processing 



content to streamline workflows and lower the costs of producing media.  

 

Distribution & Delivery Solutions 
Harmonic encoders are used by almost every major television and media delivery company. 

Here's your chance to see the latest in delivery function collapse and high-quality low-bitrate 

encoding.  

 

Harmonic Corporate Overview 
If you'd like an update on Harmonic, Inc., our position in the market, and our expanded 

product and service offerings, you can request a presentation that precisely covers your 

interests.  

 

We expect available times to fill quickly so please contact VIDAB at info@vidab.se soon to 

set up a convenient time for your seminar. We’ll be happy to build an agenda for you that fits 

your time and content requirements. 


